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Abstract 

A variety of treatment outcomes in chronic pain are influenced by patient-clinician 

rapport. Patients often report finding it difficult to explain their pain, and this potential 

obstacle to mutual understanding may impede patient-clinician rapport. Previous 

research has argued that the communication of both patients and clinicians is facilitated 

by the use of pain-related images in pain assessments. This study investigated whether 

introducing pain-related images into pain assessments would strengthen various 

components of patient-clinician rapport, including relative levels of affiliation and 

dominance, and interpersonal coordination between patient and clinician behaviour. 

Videos of 35 pain assessments in which pain images were present or absent were used to 

code behavioural displays of patient and clinician rapport at fixed intervals across the 

course of the assessment. Mixed modelling was used to examine patterns of patient and 

clinician affiliation and dominance with consultation type (Image vs. Control) as a 

moderator. When pain-images were present, clinicians showed more affiliation behaviour 

over the course of the consultation and there was greater correspondence between the 

affiliation behaviour of patient and clinician. However, relative levels of patient and 

clinician dominance were unaffected by the presence of pain images in consultations. 

Additional analyses revealed that clinicians responded directly to patients’ use of pain 

images with displays of affiliation. Based on the results of the current study, we 

recommend further investigation into the utility and feasibility of incorporating pain 

images into pain assessments to enhance patient-clinician communication.  
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Introduction 

Patient-clinician rapport plays a crucial role in treatment outcomes, enhancing treatment 

expectations, adherence, and satisfaction with treatment outcomes,1-3 but pain 

consultations pose unique challenges. 4-7 Patients report difficulty conveying their 

personal experience of pain 6, 8-12 and clinicians can find chronic pain hard to 

understand.13, 14 Perhaps as a consequence, patients often report not feeling heard by 

clinicians, so their experience of pain is not legitimized or validated.6 The lack of 
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association between pain and observable signs 15 further undermines shared 

understanding. Emerging research 16 suggests that patients’ use of visual images to 

describe their pain may facilitate patient-clinician rapport in pain consultations. To make 

patients’ private experiences of pain visible and more accessible to clinicians, Padfield 17 

co-created abstract photographic representations of pain with people with chronic pain. A 

qualitative study of using the images in pain consultations found that both patients and 

clinicians reported that images facilitated communication about individual experience of 

pain and improved the patient-clinician relationship.16 However, patient and clinician 

ratings of satisfaction with their communication were equally high in consultations with 

and without images, 16, 18 indicating that images were not found by clinicians to disrupt 

their pain assessment.  

Beyond these accounts, little is known about the effects of using pain images on patient-

clinician rapport. Although there is a moderately high correlation between subjectively 

reported and observed ratings of rapport, 19-21 observational measures of rapport – from 

spontaneous interpersonal patient and clinician behaviours - are more objective and 

reliable. 22, 23 We analysed observational measures of patient and clinician behaviour in 

pain consultations to ascertain whether pain images influenced patient-clinician rapport. 

In contrast to previous research into the question of whether pictorial images successfully 

communicate the quality of pain to clinicians, 24 our goal was to evaluate whether pain 

images facilitate patient-clinician rapport.  

What does patient-clinician rapport look like? 

Patterns of nonverbal behaviour are the primary channel through which rapport – how 

well interaction partners get along - is communicated. 22, 25, 26 Decades of nonverbal 

communication research converge on three key indicators of interpersonal rapport: 

mutual affiliation, mutual dominance, and behavioural coordination. 27-30 Affiliation 

behaviours (such as forward-leaning posture, smiling, nodding, and a relatively high-

pitched vocal tone) communicate warmth, empathy, and agreement. 25, 31 Dominance 

behaviours, such as speaking in a clear, firm, relatively loud voice, postural expansion, and 

asking questions or initiating discussion, signal assuredness, involvement, control, and 

agency. 32, 33 Coordinated interactions are achieved when affiliation behaviours are 

reciprocated (matched) and dominance behaviours are complemented (balanced). In this 
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way, positivity develops over the course of an interaction (affiliation from one partner 

predicts affiliation from the other), and control is balanced (submissive behaviour from 

one partner predicts dominance from the other, and vice versa). These reciprocal and 

complementary patterns of affiliation and dominance characterize rapport not only 

between patients and clinicians, but also managers and employees, romantic partners, 

and acquaintances. 34-36 

Hypotheses 

Based on patient and clinician reports that pain images facilitate patient-clinician 

communication and foster a shared understanding of patients’ pain16, we predicted that 

using pain images would be associated with greater patient and clinician rapport in pain 

consultations. In contrast to previous research that analysed patients’ and clinicians’ self-

reported satisfaction with pain consultations in the presence or absence of pain images,18 

the current research used patients’ and clinicians’ spontaneous nonverbal behaviour to 

examine the impact of pain images on patient clinician rapport. We hypothesized that 

both patient and clinician would display more overall affiliation behaviour in pain 

consultations in which pain images were present versus absent. For dominance, we did 

not expect to see a change in clinician dominance in “image” compared to “control” 

consultations, since behaviours signalling dominance are integral to assessment (e.g. 

asking questions, leading discussion). 37 However, since the pain images are intended to 

give patients’ pain a voice, we expected patients in “image” consultations to show higher 

levels of dominance (agency or control) compared to patients in standard consultations. 

Third, we expected greater interpersonal reciprocity in patient and clinician affiliation, 

and greater complementarity of patient and clinician dominance, in image compared to 

standard consultations. 

Method 

Design 

Employing a quasi-experimental design, patient and clinician affiliation and dominance 

were measured repeatedly using fixed-interval sampling across the course of both 
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“image” and “control” consultations, using the first minute of every five minutes. 

Independent coders rated affiliation and dominance behaviours of patients and clinicians.  

Participants  

Patients. Chronic pain patients awaiting an initial assessment for pain in a specialist pain 

clinic were invited to participate in the study if they were English-speaking, at least 18 

years old, and able to consent. All participants were informed that they might be asked to 

select 4-5 images from a bank of photographs to take into the consultation, which would 

be video-recorded. As the production of the images was incomplete at the start of 

recruitment, patients were not randomized to using images or not, but those in the first 

round (N = 21) had consultations without pain images, constituting the control group. 

Three of these control consultations were dropped from analyses; one due to technical 

failure of the video equipment and two due to the withdrawal of one of the participating 

clinicians from the study. 18 consultations were therefore included in the study as a 

control group. The following year, an independent sample of 17 new patients were invited 

to use pain images in their consultations, and were designated the Image group. All 

patients only participated in the study once, during their initial assessment at the clinic.  

Clinicians. Eleven clinicians from the pain clinic were invited to participate, including pain 

physicians, clinical psychologists, and specialist physiotherapists, and all agreed. All 

clinicians were trained in a biopsychosocial approach to pain and pain management. Only 

one had previous experience of using the pain images in a consultation. One of the 

participating clinicians withdrew from the study after leaving the clinic. The remaining 10 

participating clinicians completed two to five consultations, at least one with and one 

without images (see Table 1). As reported previously by Padfield and colleagues,18 there 

were no biases in allocation to assessments with and without images by patient sex, 

clinician sex, or patient pain duration.  

Consultation protocol 

All consultations, regardless of clinician specialization and consultation type (images or 

no images), involved performing a pain assessment using a biopsychosocial approach. 

Patients who participated in Image consultations were able to choose pain images to take 

into their consultations with them, and to use these pain images at their discretion, where 
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they felt the images would help them to communicate about their experience of pain. 

However, all clinicians were instructed to conduct a standard pain assessment, the 

content of which was not expected to differ across consultation types. 

Table 1. Clinician characteristics 

Clinician qualification Sex Experience  Consultations 

Pain specialist F > 20 years 2 without images, 2 with images 

Pain specialist M 18 years 1 without images, 2 with images 

Pain specialist F > 20 years 2 without images, 2 with images 

Psychologist  F > 20 years 2 without images, 2 with images 

Physiotherapist F 6 years 2 without images, 2 with images 

Pain specialist F 11 years 3 without images, 2 with images 

Neurologist  M 7 years 1 without images, 2 with images 

Pain physician M 21 years 2 without images, 1 with images 

Pain specialist  M 12 years 1 without images, 1 with images 

Surgeon M 30 years 2 without images, 1 with images 

 

Apparatus and materials 

Pain images. Patients in Image consultations were provided with 54 laminated ‘pain 

cards’ approximately 20 minutes before the consultation and asked to select those that 

best represented their personal experience of pain. The ‘pain cards’ (142 x 105mm) were 

co-created by an artist in collaboration with chronic pain patients not involved in the 

current study 17. (See Padfield17 for details of the creation and validation of these images 

and Padfield et al 16, 18 for clinicians’ and patients’ evaluations of images). Some images 

were abstract and symbolic, while others could be interpreted literally, such as an image 

of sparking electrical wires (see Figures 1a and 1b, below). Patients in Image 

consultations were asked to take their selected images into the pain consultation to use at 
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their discretion. Clinicians in Image consultations were also instructed that they could 

refer to the patients’ selected images at their discretion.   

 

Figure 1a. Photograph of Pain. Deborah Padfield with Nell Keddie from the 

series Perceptions of Pain, 2001 -2006 © Deborah Padfield and Dewi Lewis. 

 

Figure 1b. Photograph of Pain. Deborah Padfield with Chandrakant Khoda from the 

series face2face, 2008 – 2013, Digital Archival Print. © Deborah Padfield. 
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Video recording. All consultations were recorded by ceiling-mounted cameras that were 

adjusted remotely by technicians so that patients’ and clinicians’ faces and bodies were 

visible. 

Observational coding protocol. The first minute of every 5 minutes in each consultation 

was sampled as an interaction segment for analysis. For each consultation (the scheduled 

duration for which was 60 minutes), a maximum of 12 one-minute interaction segments 

were coded. Medical examinations during consultations were not recorded or coded. This 

fixed-interval sampling strategy of brief interaction segments is recommended as the 

most efficient and reliable method of assessing mutual adaptation in dyadic nonverbal 

interactions. 38 The coding of smaller, non-consecutive interaction segments helps to 

reduce error variance in observational coding by encouraging less gestalt behaviour 

ratings and increasing coder sensitivity to dynamic changes between interaction 

segments.39-40 

 Coders were trained to identify nonverbal behaviours that convey high and low 

affiliation and dominance (also termed agency, activation, control and status), using 

comprehensive reviews of nonverbal interpersonal behaviour 25, 31 and a validated coding 

scheme. 26, 31 Ratings of affiliation and dominance were recorded using an interpersonal 

grid developed and tested by Moskowitz and Zuroff 41 that is correlated with self-reports 

of affiliation and dominance, has good inter-rater reliability, predictive validity, and 

discriminant validity.35, 41  The grid consists of an 11-point horizontal axis denoting 

affiliation (anchored by “cold-quarrelsome” at -5 and “warm-agreeable” at +5), and an 11-

point vertical axis measuring dominance (anchored by “unassured-submissive” at -5 and 

“assured-dominant” at +5). The resulting grid serves as a rating scale for interpersonal 

behaviour, presenting affiliation and dominance as orthogonal dimensions so that 

behaviours that are low on affiliation are not necessarily high on dominance. In addition, 

the corners of the grid show the words “engaged” “deferring”, “withdrawn” and “critical”, 

to reflect the combinations of high and low affiliation and dominance.  

For each 1-minute interaction segment, coders independently followed the same 

observational protocol: first, they formed an overall impression of patient and clinician 

behaviour (how engaged, withdrawn, deferring, or critical were they?). Anchored by these 

impressions, coders then indicated the level of affiliation and dominance exhibited by 

patient and clinician by marking a cross at the intercept. For example, a cross at the 
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intercept (3, 5) would indicate a moderately high level of affiliation and a very high level 

of dominance (see supplementary file). Observers also recorded whether they were 

coding an “Image” or “Control” consultation. For interaction segments in Image 

consultations, observers recorded whether or not the patient was referring to a pain 

image during the coded interaction segment. Each observer rated two-thirds of the 

consultations independently; the third (n = 13) coded by both was used to check inter-

rater reliability.  

Results 

Inter-rater reliability 

Inter-rater reliability between coders’ ratings was assessed by a two-way mixed intra-

class correlation coefficient (ICC), showing high consistency between coders’ ratings for 

patient affiliation behaviours, ICC = .97, 95% CI [0.96, 0.98]; patient dominance 

behaviours, ICC = .96, with 95% CI [0.95, 0.97]; clinician affiliation behaviours, ICC = .95, 

CI [0.93, 0.97]; and clinician dominance behaviours, ICC = .98, CI [0.97, 0.98].  

Descriptive statistics 

Patient characteristics are compared in Table 2, below. No biases were found between 

Image and Control patients for gender, age, or pain duration (overall median 9 years; 

interquartile range 3-15 years: U = 115.00, p = .465). Details of ethnicity were not 

collected consistently and have not been included. Consultations varied in length (M = 61 

min, SD = 18 min), with no difference between Image and Control: MImage = 65 min, SD = 

19 min; MControl = 59 min, SD = 16 min (t = 1.01, p = .32). There was no difference in 

median number of one-minute clips, 12 for Control vs. 11 for Image: Mann-Whitney U = 

144.5, p>0.5.  Patients in the Image group selected from 2 to 14 images (median 6) to take 

into their consultations, using them from 1 to 3 times, with mean time of 4 minutes 45 

seconds (SD = 2 minutes 28 seconds; range 1 minute 16 seconds to 10 minutes 22 

seconds). No relationships were found between the number of images used and time 

spent (r = -.02, p = .936, n.s), nor between the number of images used and consultation 

length (r = .15, p = .579, n.s).    

Table 2. Patient characteristics 

 Image  Control     
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(n = 17) (n = 18) 

 n (%) n (%) X² df p 

Gender 

   Male 7 (41.20) 7 (38.90) 
.02 1 .890 

   Female 10 (58.80) 11 (61.10) 

Age 

   25-40 6 (35.30) 5 (27.80) 

2.67a 2 .291    41-60 5 (29.40) 10 (55.60) 

   Over 60 6 (35.30) 3 (16.70) 

df = Degrees of Freedom. a Indicates Fishers Exact test,  other value is X 

Patient and clinician affiliation behaviour  

Mixed modelling was used to examine the hypothesis that both patients and clinicians in 

Image consultations would show higher overall levels of affiliation. First, linear, quadratic, 

and cubic trends in patient and clinician affiliation were examined with consultation type 

(Image vs. Control) as a moderator. An unstructured covariance matrix was specified for 

the repeated measurements. There was a significant, linear, downward trajectory in 

patient affiliation behaviour over both Image and Control consultations (see Figure 2), b = 

-.089, F(1, 19.9) = 66.4, p < .001), where coefficient b refers to the decrease in patient 

affiliation per consultation segment. Contrary to our hypothesis, overall levels of 

affiliation behaviour of patients in Image and Control did not differ: F(1, 27.5) = 2.7; p = 

.11.  

As shown in Figure 3, affiliation behaviour of clinicians revealed a distinct cubic 

trend across the course of consultations in both Image and Control groups, F(1; 28.2) = 

13.6; p = .001. To quantify the difference between clinicians’ levels of affiliation in the 

Image and Control consultations, we computed the Area Under the Curve (AUC); 

comparison with the mixed model procedure resulted in a difference of 7.41 (SE = 2.33); 

t(32) = 3.18; p = .003, also expressed as an average distance between the curves of .67, an 

effect size of .5. In summary, while we expected that both patient and clinician affiliation 
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would be greater over the course of Image consultations, results revealed only an effect of 

pain images on the overall level of affiliation behaviour displayed by clinicians.  

 

Figure 2. Mean patient affiliation as a function of observational segment and consultation 

type.  

 

 

Figure 3. Mean clinician affiliation as a function of observational segment and 

consultation type (condition) 
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Patient and clinician dominance  

Using the same statistical techniques described above, we tested the hypothesis that 

overall levels of patient dominance would be higher in Image compared to Control 

consultations. Contrary to our hypothesis, there was no main effect of consultation type 

on overall levels of patient dominance, F(1; 33.1) = .04; p = .84. There was, however, a 

significant (but not hypothesized) interaction between the (linear) pattern of patient 

dominance displayed by patients over the course of Image and Control consultations, F(1; 

20.0) = 21.0; p < .001. As shown in Figure 4, there was a steady decrease in patient 

dominance over the course of Image consultations, ß = .061, t(22) = 2.33; p = .03, and an 

increase in patient dominance over the course of Control consultations, ß = . 099, t(18) = 

4.29; p < .001.  

As expected, there was no systematic pattern of change in the dominance 

behaviour of clinicians across the course of consultations, F(1; 30.7) =.07; p = .80, nor was 

their dominance influenced by consultation type (Image vs. Control), F(1; 25.6) = .90; p = 

.36. Further, there was no evidence of an interaction between clinician dominance over 

the course of consultations and consultation type, F(1; 30.7) = .30; p = .58 (see Figure 5).  

In summary, consultation type influenced the pattern, but not the overall amount 

of dominance displayed by patients over the course of consultations: patients in Image 

consultations showed more dominance in the early compared to later segments of the 

consultation, while patients in Control consultations showed greater dominance in the 

later relative to the early segments of consultations.  

 

Interpersonal coordination 

Our final hypothesis concerned greater patient-clinician coordination in Image 

compared to Control consultations. Specifically, we expected positive changes in patient 

affiliation behaviour to predict positive changes in clinician affiliation behaviour 

(reciprocity), and positive changes in patient dominance behaviour to predict negative 

changes in clinician behaviour (complementarity). To test these, behavioural changes 

from one segment to the next were calculated and correlated for both affiliation and 

dominance. Thereafter, mixed modelling was used to assess the relationship between 

changes in patient and clinician affiliation and changes in patient and clinician dominance, 
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Figure 4. Mean patient dominance as a function of observational segment and 

consultation type

 

Figure 5. Mean clinician dominance as a function of observational segment and 

consultation type 
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specifying an unstructured covariance matrix for the repeated measurements. Analyses 

showed that positive changes in patient affiliation behaviour (from segment to segment) 

predicted positive changes in clinician affiliation behaviour in both consultation types, 

Control: b = .23; t(58) = 6.0; p < .001; Image: b = .61; t(142) = 10.8; p < .001. However, as 

predicted, correspondence between patient and clinician affiliation behaviour was 

significantly higher in Image than in Control consultations (consultation type x affiliation: 

F(1; 118.3) = 30.2; p < .001). Transformed into effect sizes, b corresponds to .26 and .70 

respectively. Reversing the roles of patient and clinician in the analysis obtained similar 

results (Control: b = .36; t(61) = 6.8; p < .001, effect size = .31; Image: b = .51; t(32) = 9.9; p 

< .001, effect size = .45), but with only marginal difference between consultation types: 

F(1; 51.1) = 4.6; p = .04), indicating that clinicians’ affiliation behaviour was more likely to 

follow patient behaviour in the Image consultations. We found no evidence for association 

between patient and clinician dominance behaviour in either consultation type. In 

summary, there was greater coordination between the affiliation behaviors of patients 

and clinicians in Image consultations, owing to clinicians greater responsiveness to 

patient displays of affiliation. 

Additional analyses  

We tested whether or not the use of images, as opposed to their mere presence or 

accessibility, had direct consequences for patient-clinician interaction. Actual image use 

was observed in 20 of the 177 Image consultation segments (11%). A within-group 

comparison of patient and clinician behaviour when images were actively used versus not 

revealed that patients’ active use of pain images during consultations did not significantly 

affect their display of affiliation or dominance (ps = .36 and .06 respectively). By contrast, 

clinicians were responsive to patients’ image use: the estimated mean of clinician 

affiliation when images were used was 4.5 vs 3.3 when they were idle, F(1; 45.8) = 38.6; p 

< .001; effect size = 1.0. The estimated mean of clinician dominance in segments where 

patients used images was 1.7 vs. 2.1 when images were idle, F(1; 39.4) = 4.6; p = .04; 

effect size = 0.3. In summary, these results indicate that when patients actively used 
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images, clinicians showed more affiliation and less dominance than when the pain images 

lay idle. 

Discussion 

This study investigated whether the use of pain images in pain consultations increased 

patient-clinician rapport. We hypothesized that providing patients with pain-related 

images to use at their discretion would strengthen patient-clinician rapport, indicated by 

greater patient and clinician affiliation behaviour, patient dominance, and interpersonal 

coordination. Certain aspects of patient-clinician rapport, but not others, were affected: 

pain images were associated with increased overall levels of clinician (but not patient) 

affiliation, and increased reciprocity between patient and clinician affiliation, but pain 

images influenced neither patient nor clinician dominance. The most provocative result of 

the present study is that clinician rather than patient behaviour was sensitive to the 

presence of pain images, suggesting that pain images may facilitate patient-clinician 

rapport by enabling clinicians to better understand patients’ individual pain experience, 

in turn fostering clinician affiliation and clinician-patient rapport.42 This interpretation 

implies that patient-clinician rapport depends less on patients’ communication of their 

pain than on clinicians’ understanding of and empathy with that communication.  

Providing further evidence that pain images may facilitate patient-clinician 

rapport by activating clinician rather than patient affiliation behaviour, analyses revealed 

that patient-clinician reciprocity was driven by clinician responsiveness to patient 

affiliation behaviours more than by patient responsiveness to clinician affiliation 

behaviours. That is, clinician affiliation behaviour was predicted by patient behaviour to a 

greater extent than patient affiliation behaviour was predicted by clinician behaviour.  

It is noteworthy that the presence of images in consultations did not influence 

clinicians’ overall dominance or control during consultations. Hence, while patients’ use 

of images increased their tendency to affiliate with patients, clinicians continued to show 

typical dominance behaviours required when completing a thorough pain assessment 

(e.g. asking questions, information-giving). It is also interesting that there was no 

evidence of correspondence between patient and clinician dominance: dominance 

behaviours were neither matched nor complemented by either party. It is possible that 

the consistency of clinicians’ dominance behaviours across consultation types reflects the 

standardization of clinical skills relevant to pain assessment.  
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Strengths and limitations 

The reliability of our findings should be evaluated in light of the methodological strengths 

and limitations. On one hand, dyadic patterns of nonverbal behaviour offer the most 

accurate measurement of rapport: an individual’s subjective experience of rapport tends 

to reflect their attitudes towards an interaction partner and is only moderately correlated 

with the level of interpersonal coordination displayed in dyadic interaction. 22, 29, 43  

While there are clear benefits to conducting research on treatment process in a 

naturalistic clinical setting, there are also inherent limitations. For example, the ways in 

which clinicians and patients used the pain images, and the extent to which images were 

used, varied substantially. This variability in image use may be a significant source of 

error in the current study, although such error would more likely suppress than magnify 

the effects of pain images on consultation dynamics.  

A common limitation of observational research is that coders cannot always be 

blind to experimental conditions. In the current study, images held by patients were 

visible and hence consultation type was evident to coders. While coders were not familiar 

with the specific research hypotheses, their intuitive expectations about the impact of 

pain images may have influenced their coding of patient-clinician rapport.  

Finally, patient allocation to the image and control groups was not randomized; 

control consultations were recorded before image consultations. While no obvious 

demographic differences emerged between consultation groups, we cannot rule out the 

possible influence of other variables.   

Conclusion  

 The results of the present study indicate that patient-clinician rapport may be 

enhanced by having pain-related images at patients’ disposal during pain assessments. 

Pain images appear to facilitate patient-clinician rapport by promoting greater affiliation 

behaviour and responsiveness from clinicians. While we found no differences in the 

interpersonal behaviour of patients who used pain images to communicate about pain, 

clinicians who communicated with patients who used pain images showed greater overall 

levels of affiliation over the course of the consultation, and clinicians’ displays of 

affiliation were temporally related to patients’ active use of pain images to communicate 

about their pain experience. 
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Clinical implications and future research directions 

 In view of the foregoing limitations, the results of the present study are considered 

preliminary, and clinical implications are tentative. The findings indicate that when 

patients are able to use visual cues to communicate about their pain, clinicians show 

greater affiliation with and responsiveness to patients – an indication that they may be 

experiencing greater empathy. Clinicians in this study all had experience with chronic 

pain, and most were specialist trained; whether the same effects as found here would 

emerge from a similar study in general practice, where understanding of chronic pain is 

quite varied, is uncertain and requires empirical investigation. 

 Further research into the impact of pain images on patient-clinician rapport would 

ideally randomize patients to conditions, with adequate power to test for differences of 

the size found in this study. It would also be beneficial for follow-up to examine whether 

the use of pain images in consultations is associated with better treatment outcomes, 

including patient satisfaction, increased patient involvement in treatment decision-

making, and treatment adherence. Finally, beyond replicating and extending upon the 

current research findings, it will be important to test theoretical explanations for why 

pain images facilitate patient-clinician rapport. 
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